Greetings Friends Around the World,
This is the first of two newsletters we have for you. The second is a full briefing on Caravan’s upcoming conference,
OPERATION: CLASSIFIED, inspired by the mistreatment of former National Security Advisor Lt. General Michael T. Flynn which
will be held 09-11 November 2018 in the Dallas area.
OPERATION: CLASSIFIED will feature an amazing range of speakers and a BALL and GALA to benefit General Flynn’s Legal
Defense Fund. Full details here.

EPISODE 1000
With the completion of 1000 Episodes, we now look into the future of Caravan to Midnight.
Episode 1000 was, in my view, EPIC-sode 1000! Kevin Shipp, decorated veteran of CIA and Martin Geddes, computer scientist,
widely published writer and brilliant philosopher shared information, intel and true wisdom in a program running around four
hours. Those hours go by quickly when you’re listening to the words of people like these.
It’s all about who you can trust, isn’t it?
Since 03 February 2014, when the Caravan began its journey through the desert of vacuous content, empty opinion,
deliberate deception and misdirection (sometimes known as ‘spin’), we have together, found more than one Oasis of Rational
Thought. We drink deeply of that Pierian Spring, as Alexander Pope admonished us to do. Because shallow drafts merely
intoxicate the brain. And drinking deeply makes us sober again.
There seems to be a great number who have fallen victim to the dangers of ‘a little learning’.Hence the turmoil we see in the
political, social, science, medical, tech, education and especially media and legal spheres. As the Caravan moves along, we
become better able to determine what, and most importantly who we can trust.
I believe we are all in this world at this particular time in history for a specific reason, and for a specific purpose. While we
want unity, we know there can be no complete unity if we are to tolerate and then embrace those holding ideology contrary
to the interests of human freedom, and who prefer a totalitarian state. To scoff at this point is dangerous. Today each of us is
under continual surveillance. Our press is almost completely controlled, with the intelligence services dictating what should or
should not be known to the Public. To this point, witness the turmoil in our FBI, the rantings of the former Director of CIA, and
the official protection of the patently guilty.

THAT TIRED PARADIGM IS FALLING APART
“They” have failed to stop the Awakening. Their heinous agenda is being exposed and their operators are being stopped.
These operators include big tech companies, certain banks, and Leftists embedded in government. What may have seemed
preposterous to previous generations has been revealed as true.
The Members ofCaravan to Midnighthave been an enormous asset in this crucial war. This is a war. this One that’s worth
fighting. We may be at DEFCON 5 militarily, but we are at DEFCON 2 as a citizenry. If you have tried and couldn’t join, or you
were a member but left because the apparatus disappointed you in some way, we want you to come back.

The information Caravan to Midnight and its guests provides is some of the most important information you could ever get as
thousands of calls and email from Members affirm. The time to receive it is now.
BUT… THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE HAVE BEEN BLOCKED FROM JOINING CARAVAN TO MIDNIGHT
WE RECEIVE COUNTLESS REPORTS FROM PEOPLE WHO COULD NOT JOIN CTM USING THEIR iPHONES
If you have tried and couldn’t join, or you were a member but left because the apparatus disappointed you in some way, we
want you to come back. The information Caravan to Midnight provides may be some of the most important information you
could ever get as thousands of calls and email from Members affirm.

PAYPAL CAN AND DOES BAN PAYMENTS TO ANYONE CONDUCTINGBUSINESS WHICH IS CONTRARY TO THEIR IDEOLOGY. THEY
STIFLE COMMERCE, WHILE THEIR COHORTS AT FACEBOOK AND TWITTER STIFLE THROUGH BANNING FREE EXPRESSION OF
THOUGHT, CLAIMING IT VIOLATES THEIR “COMMUNITY STANDARDS”. NO SUCH BANNING OCCURS TO THOSE ON THE LEFT;
THE MARXISTS.
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF LEFTISTS BEING BANNED
FROM ANY SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM OR PAYMENT GATEWAY.
THEREFORE:
THE BEST WAY TO JOIN IS CTM IS WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
JUST PROVIDE THE USUAL DETAILS: NAME, EMAIL ADDRESS AND A PHONE NUMBER
REDACT YOUR ADDRESS ON THE FACE OF THE CHECK IF YOU WISH.
WE HAVE NEVER, AND WILL NEVER SELL ANY EMAIL OR MAILING LIST, NOR WILL WE ALLOW YOUR
INFORMATION TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO ANYONE FOR ANY REASON WHATSOEVER.
We know that the invasive tactics used against us every day by Google are real.
We know that Shadow Banning, a technique which makes an individual or company believe the world has access to them
through the Internet, when in fact they cannot easily be located on the ’Net is real.
We know that Bank Of America told John MacMillan, the rifle maker whose company provides products to the military and
civilians, that they did not want his business because he manufactures firearms.
THERE IS MORE THAN ONE WAY TO “SHADOW BAN” A PERSON OR COMPANY
You may know how much trouble was imposed on The Caravan in furtherance of restricting our APP.
The DRUDGE REPORT as of this week has had its APP removed from the Google Play Store. Drudge asked that the App be
reinstated and was refused. And not just the App itself, but all the development components in the background. This is
restraint of information from Breitbart, Fox and any other Conservative source, and it is also restraint of trade because of the
advertising dollars that will be lost.
We know that actual intelligence rather than scripted disinformation from MSM is not desirable to the Leftist Sector of
Corporate Media nor the banks they do business with. We know that any and all means at their disposal will be used to
prevent ‘unapproved’ information from reaching a wider audience. If you have ever tried to join Caravan To Midnight and

encountered problems doing it, there is a reason for this. I almost wish it were the unpleasant result of some incompetence
on our end. That is something quickly and easily remedied. But that was not the cause. Many people wanting to join us were
BLOCKED. New members subscribed, but their payments were not processed. The charge was held, and then cancelled. This
resulted in many calls to CTM Member Services. New Caravaners’ attempts to join failed over and over again. We contacted
the Payment Gateway Provider and were told we would have to contact each individual bank to remove a SPAM/Fraud block
from the CTM account. When asked, they could not tell us why the block was in place.Of course, the object was to throttle us
down, cause member consternation whichwould in turn cause us to simply quit. Well, we didn’t.

NOW IS NOT THE TIME TO QUIT.
FOR CARAVAN THAT TIME NEVER COMES.
I know that some of the things I relate to you in this letter were beyond annoying to some of those wanting to join and
couldn’t, but they are all undeniably positive indications that the influence of the Caravan is having a measurable effect. Very
measurable.‘Somebody’ out there is wanting CTM to go away and can’t figure out why it won’t. They underestimated you and
they underestimated me. But worse for them-THEY UNDERESTIMATED THE CARAVAN.
Some interesting/annoying issues we experienced were interruption of our phones, both land lines and mobiles. Internet
interference, usually on the guest’s end. Load Stalling, requiring repeated attempts to upload nightly programs. Crew
computers performing all kinds of things we did not direct them to do. Spontaneous erasure of files. Some even came back
days later. We sustained two DDOS attacks (Distributed Denial Of Service- a massive number of computer generated clicks on
the CTM homepage which caused it to crash). Then there was a third attack designed to look like DDOS, but was in fact not.
All of these issues have been resolved and everything related to the CTM site is secure. Our teams ensured that NO data
regarding the security of Member information was disturbed, let alone compromised.
The sheer reach of CTM is a tribute to our Members. It is quite literally worldwide. From the four CyberTV programs produced
Tuesday through Friday and the live radio broadcast, Ark Midnight, heard Saturday nights, the Men and Women of The West
are listening and increasing the Awakening.
“We know John B. in Poland! Give us a shout-out!" came into the broadcast studio inbox last Saturday, along with message of
support and appreciation from Croatia. A man in a specialized police unit who is also active in politics contacted us from
Sweden. He’ll be on Caravan soon.
If you have tried and couldn’t join, or you were a member but left because the apparatus disappointed you in some way, we
want you to come back. The information Caravan to Midnight provides may be some of the most important information you
could ever get as thousands of calls and email from Members affirm.
The Caravan members made this possible. We are deeply grateful. And we are completely committed
PEOPLE ARE GOING ON AND ON ABOUT “FREEDOM OF SPEECH”!!
WHAT ABOUT “FREEDOM TO LISTEN”?
We know there is such a thing as the Deep State. Some call it the “Shadow Government”.
James O’Keefe of Project Veritas has revealed people on video declaring they work at DOJ against the interests of our
President. Some of them know what they are doing is patently illegal. They do it anyway. They don’t believe they can be
fired.

Hence, they work against the People of These United States who elected President Trump and who do not support Socialism,
Marxism, Communism or the three wrapped in the deceitful package of Progressivism. This is the fatal ideology we are having
to confront, as I warned years ago on C2C AM.
YouTube/Google routinely shuts down channels which do not follow the Narrative. Twitter and Facebook do the same. They
stifle free speech at every turn if that speech doesn’t conform to what they think you should hear and see.
This is why Caravan to Midnight does not rely on these public platforms. What’s the point in having a YouTube channel if it’s
likely to be shut down on a whim; for “violating policy, terms and conditions or community standards”?
AND SOMETHING MORE:
The Caravan supports causes ranging from assistance to Veterans, to people truly being targeted for annihilation such as those
in South Africa, and Christians trying to leave the North African Middle East.
Caravan warns of serious threats before they are delivered onto the public such as the very real problems of widespread
sepsis from otherwise benign sources, overmedication, electromagnetic radiation. Many of the topics we discuss are picked
up by journalists and repeated throughout the world. When a Press Secretary of an undisclosable country comments to a
prospective guest that CTM delves into conspiracies, and that country is somewhere in Europe, you know the CarAvan is
indeed getting longer and stronger.

ONE LAST THING:
Voltaire is attributed as saying, “If you want to know who rules you, look to those you may not criticize”.
Then look to those who don’t get DDOS attacks. Look to those who don’t get shut down unless they absolutely beg for it. And
then when they do, look at the media coverage. Look to those who attack the integrity and reputations of those spreading
the facts, not making them up as they go along, while trying to sell you anything they can from their online stores. The ones
saying “Look over here!”, when the problem is in the other direction. The Caravan has weathered all of the storms and
continues to move forward to Midnight. Midnight. That one moment when what is past is past and what’s to come begins.
We are the ones who are willing and able to effect positive change in the world. And that includes you.

If you’re with us, stay with us.
If you’ve left us, come back to us.
We need you.
The world needs you.
We need each other.
Standby for
CARAVAN TO MIDNIGHT

Defcon 2.0
and
MAKE READY FOR WHAT’S TO COME

Hold fast.
Stay safe and Strong out there.
I love you People,

John B. Wells

